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ABSTRACT

Measurements from the Campbell CSAT3 and Gill R3-50 anemometers were conducted in four different

experiments, in laboratory andfield environments. Consistent differences between these two sonic anemometers

were observed. The data have revealed that the differences were strongly correlated with the wind direction.

According to the datasets used, the CSAT3 was the anemometer whose measurements were more sensitive to

the instrument’s orientation relative to the wind direction. While the mean wind speed and direction remained

within the manufacturers’ specifications (a few percent for the wind speed and a few degrees for the wind

direction), the estimates of the friction velocity from the CSAT3 differed from the R3-50 by up to 20%.

1. Introduction

Three-dimensional sonic anemometer–thermometers

are high-temporal-resolution instruments, commonly

used in micrometeorological studies to sample atmo-

spheric turbulence and to estimate fluxes of momentum

and sensible heat. Measurements of these fluxes using

eddy covariance techniques rely on the assumption that

wind velocities and temperature are measured accu-

rately. Several types of sonic anemometers are com-

mercially available thatmainly differ in their mechanical

design. They are delivered with standard calibrations

made by the manufacturer. Although sonic anemome-

ters appear to retain their calibration over time quite

well, the manufacturers do not provide detailed speci-

fications on the accuracy of their instruments, especially

regarding the covariance terms.

A wind tunnel study by Grelle and Lindroth (1994)

has shown that some sonic anemometer outputs vary

strongly with azimuth and elevation angles due to the

complicated 3D interaction between the flow and the

instrument itself. It was found that it is possible to construct

an individual 3Dcalibrationmatrix for each instrument, the

application of which results in an appreciable reduction

of the calibration error. However, although this result is

strictly applicable in laminar stationarywind tunnel flows,

it has been generally assumed that the result is valid also

when the instrument is subjected to natural turbulent

winds. This assumption has been criticized by Hogstrom

and Smedman (2004), who have shown that the applica-

tion of the 3D calibration matrix in the field does not

guarantee a proper reduction of the calibration error.

Several intercomparison experiments (Loescher

et al. 2005; Mauder et al. 2007) have been conducted to

evaluate the differences between sonic anemometers

(including the Campbell Scientific CSAT3 3D sonic

anemometer and an earlier release of the Gill R3-50

three-axis ultrasonic anemometer) in their estimation

of the mean wind speed, the variances of the wind and

temperature components, and their estimation of the

momentum and sensible heat fluxes. These studies

have shown that the relative errors between instru-

ments in the estimate of the momentum and sensible

heat fluxes are up to 10%–15%, depending on the in-

struments considered.

In recent years, ultrasonic anemometers have been

shown to suffer errors due to the angle of attack, which is

the angle between the wind vector and the horizontal.

Several studies (van der Molen et al. 2004; Nakai et al.

2006; Nakai and Shimoyama 2012; Nakai et al. 2014) have

been performed both in wind tunnels and in the field to

quantify and correct these errors for Gill sonic ane-

mometers (Solent R2 and R3, WindMaster). In addition,
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Meyers and Heuer (2006) reported that angle-of-attack

errors exist using model 81000 ultrasonic anemometers

(R. M. Young, Traverse, Michigan). This suggests that

these errors occur not only for Gill sonic anemometers

but also for sonic anemometers from other manufac-

turers. These studies showed that the vertical wind ve-

locity component was substantially underestimated by

these anemometers, especially at a large angle of attack,

and that the horizontal velocity component was also sen-

sitive to the angle of attack and the wind direction. They

showed that these errors can lead to an underestimation of

the momentum and sensible heat fluxes by 10%–20%.

Recently, Kochendorfer et al. (2012) and Frank et al.

(2013) have compared sonic anemometers with orthog-

onal (SATI/3Vx, Applied Technologies, Inc.) and non-

orthogonal transducers (CSAT3, R. M. Young). They

found that nonorthogonal sonic anemometers underes-

timate the vertical wind speed by about 10%, leading to

an underestimation of the fluxes by the same order of

magnitude. Nevertheless, Mauder (2013) criticized these

results, claiming that the underestimation was less than a

few percent.

Over the last couple of years, Campbell Scientific, Inc.

has openly disclosed that the CSAT3 anemometers were

not corrected for the transducer’s shadowing effects.

Following the release of this information, Horst et al.

(2015) and Frank et al. (2016) discussed the pertinence of

the Kaimal (1978) correction for the shadowing of the

transducers in CSAT3 measurements. While both au-

thors showed that this correction was able to narrow the

gap between statistical measures of the wind components

observed between orthogonal and nonorthogonal sonic

anemometers, there is still no consensus on the best way

to fix the CSAT3 for these transducer shadowing effects.

More recently, Gill has announced that there was an

internal firmware bug that caused an underestimation of

the vertical component with the WindMaster and

WindMaster Pro models. This bug has been fixed in the

latest firmware that they released. However, this bug did

not affect the models R3, HS, R3-50, and HS-50. This

last statement meant that the correction proposed by

Nakai and Shimoyama (2012) was applicable only to the

WindMaster and WindMaster Pro models.

The previous studies have mostly focused on discrep-

ancies between instruments, highlighting the influence of

errors due to large angles of attack for some anemome-

ters. Although authors have suggested that some errors

can be associated with the wind direction, not much has

been done to study the effects of the wind direction on

the accuracy of sonic anemometers, especially at small

angles of attack.

Herewe conducted fieldmeasurements usingCampbell

CSAT3 and Gill R3-50 sonic anemometers over ocean

waves that have highlighted the influence of the wind

direction on the discrepancies we observed between the

two types of anemometers. Additional measurements

both in the field and in a wind tunnel have confirmed that

the wind direction was the main parameter controlling

the observed discrepancies between the two instruments.

In this paper, we present results from these four datasets

that describe the influence of the wind direction on

the accuracy of several variables measured by these two

sonic anemometers. In section 2, we present the instru-

ments, the experimental design of the four experiments,

and the methods used to process the data. Results are

presented in section 3 and are discussed in section 4

before the conclusions in section 5. In the appendix, we

compare the data presented in the main body of the

paper to CSAT3 data corrected for the shadowing of

the transducers following the method described re-

cently in Horst et al. (2015).

2. Methods

a. Sonic anemometers

The datasets presented in this paper were collected

during four distinct experiments using the same CSAT3

and Gill sonic anemometers. For all four of these ex-

periments, the CSAT3 and the Gill were mounted verti-

cally and their relative azimuthal orientation remained

the same. The Gill anemometer was oriented such that

the rods of its cage were symmetric around the vertical

plane defined by the CSAT3 body; that is, when the

CSAT3 was aligned with and facing the wind, two of the

three rods of the Gill’s cage were oriented at 6608from
the wind direction, while the third rod was downwind of

the volume ofmeasurement (see Fig. 1). According to the

frames defined in the CSAT3 and the Gill manuals

(Campbell Scientific, Inc. 2015; Gill Instruments Ltd.

2005), the x axis of the CSAT3 was aligned with the

north axis of the Gill. The azimuth angleC between the

wind and the instruments is defined as follows:

C5 arctan(U
y
/U

x
) , (1)

where Ux and Uy are the mean along and cross com-

ponents of the wind, respectively, in the frame of the

anemometer.

b. The experiments

1) SOCAL 2013

The first dataset was collected during the Office of

Naval Research Southern California 2013 (SoCal2013)

experiment. This experiment was conducted on the

Research Platform (R/P) Floating Instrument Platform
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(FLIP) off the coast of Southern California from 7 to

22 November 2013. The R/P FLIP is a 108-m-long open

ocean research platform designed to be partially flooded

in order to flip to a vertical position. When flipped, the

R/P FLIP is very stable because it is mostly immune to

the effects of the waves. Furthermore, 18-m-long booms

are deployed on the starboard, port, and deck side of the

hull, allowing the mounting of instruments away from

flow distortion due to the hull of FLIP. During this ex-

periment, five sonic anemometers (four CSAT3 and one

Gill R3-50) were mounted on a vertical telescopic mast

that was deployed from the end of the port boomofFLIP.

When the mast was fully extended, the anemometers

were vertically distributed from 15 down to 2.65m above

mean sea level (MSL). The purpose of this setup was to

measure at the same time the friction velocity at different

levels and the vertical meanwind profile in order to assess

the validity of the logarithmic wind profile above waves

and to determine how the wind stress extrapolated from

the wind speed profile compared to the wind stress

directly measured with the eddy covariance method. It

turned out that there were significant differences be-

tween measurements from the CSAT3s and the Gill

anemometer, differences that were primarily related

to the wind direction. These initial results led to the

experiments presented below in order to evaluate the

FIG. 1. The (right) CSAT3 and (left) Gill R3-50 3D sonic anemometers, their axes of reference,

and the definition of the azimuthal angle of the wind C.
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consequences of these differences between the two most

widely used sonic anemometers for flux measurements.

Therefore, the data gathered during the SoCAL2013 ex-

periment should not be interpreted as being the best

dataset to assess the differences between these two ane-

mometers, but the results from this dataset should rather

be treated as the initial pieces of evidence showing the

great influence of the wind direction in the discrepancies

observed between the CSAT3s and the Gill anemometer.

Four CSAT3s and one Gill anemometer were mounted

on the mast but only data from the two lowest ane-

mometers (one CSAT3 and the Gill) are presented in

this paper. We decided to limit the comparison to these

two anemometers because they were the closest to each

other and their spatial separation remained constant

throughout the entire experiment. The CSAT3 was

located 0.85m above and 1m ahead of the Gill as

shown in Fig. 2a. The height of the anemometers was

adjusted depending on the wave conditions and re-

mained in the range 3:5, z, 5:95 m for the CSAT3

(2:65, z, 5:1 m for the Gill), where z is the height

above the mean sea level. The wind speed ranged from

0 to 12ms21. Datasets were motion compensated to ac-

count for the motion of FLIP and the mast following

Edson et al. (1998), using measurements from an inertial

measurement unit (IMU) mounted close to the ane-

mometers (see dimensions in green in Fig. 2a). For most

of the experiment, the wind was coming from a direction

to the right of the anemometers, that is, with C in the

range [08;1608]. This dataset is composed of an ensemble

of 560 3 30min records from which statistical variables

were computed.

2) SIO PIER

The second dataset was collected from 5 August to

30 September 2014. The two sonic anemometers were

mounted at the end of a 5-m boom on the northwest

corner of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography

(SIO) pier, La Jolla, California. Their height above the

mean sea level fluctuated between 10.4 and 12.8m,

depending on the tides. The two anemometers were

separated laterally by 35 cm and the Gill was about

25 cm ahead of the CSAT3 (see dimensions in red in

Fig. 2b). Cases such that C,2808 and C. 808 were
excluded from the dataset so that measurements from

one anemometer were not affected by the wake of the

upwind anemometer. This dataset is composed of an

ensemble of 2330 3 30 minute records from which

statistical variables were computed.

3) TERRESTRIAL BOUNDARY LAYER

The terrestrial boundary layer (TBL) experiment

was designed to gather data in moderate to high wind

conditions (10–15m s21). To achieve this goal, the tele-

scopic mast that was used during the SoCal2013 exper-

iment was adapted to bemounted on the back of a van in

order to perform measurements in windy environments.

The dataset presented in this paper was gathered on

3 September 2015, in the San Gorgonio Pass in Cal-

ifornia. We selected this pass because it is one of the

windiest places in Southern California.1 The van was

located in an open area beside RailRoad Avenue at

the following location: 33855021.8500N, 116841024.7900W.

When the mast was deployed, the two anemometers

weremounted on a frame attached to the top of themast

(see Figs. 2c,d). With this setup, we were able to change

the wind direction relative to the instruments by

changing the orientation of the van while keeping the

instruments at the same location. The elevation of the

anemometers was approximately 10m above ground,

and they were 1m apart. To control the horizontal dis-

placements of the anemometers, the mast was rigged

with lines attached to horizontal poles mounted on the

front side of the van roof. Two XSENS inertial motion

units were mounted as close as possible to the ane-

mometers (see dimensions in green in Fig. 2d) to mon-

itor their displacements, and to correct the wind

measurements accordingly. During the deployment, the

mean wind speed varied from 9 to 15ms21, and we re-

corded twelve 20-min time series at different relative

wind directions in the range [275; 1758].

4) SDSU WIND TUNNEL

An additional dataset was collected in the San Diego

State University (SDSU) wind tunnel. Each anemom-

eter was tested in that tunnel at different wind speeds

and at different orientations (Figs. 2e,f). The test section

was 0.8m high and 1.15m wide. A Pitot tube connected

to a differential pressure transducer (model 202BG,

Paroscientific) was mounted 7 cm behind and 3 cm

beside the measuring volume of the sonic anemome-

ters. The experimental setup ensured that the location

of themeasuring volume remained the same regardless of

the orientation of the instruments. The orientation of

the instruments was adjusted by 158 increments from

2608 to1608, as the wind tunnel was not wide enough to

rotate the CSAT3 up to 908. For these tests, the wind

speed ranged from 2.8 to 20.7ms21 and the airflow was

quasi laminar. To conduct the Pitot measurements when

either the CSAT3 or the Gill was aligned with the wind

(aligned and centered in the wind tunnel), the Pitot tube

1 Incidentally, the SanGorgonio PassWind Farm, located on the

eastern slope of the San Gorgonio Pass, is one of three major wind

farms in California.
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was not exactly centered laterally in the wind tunnel but

was mounted 3 cm to the side. In this configuration, the

anemometers did not wind shadow the Pitot tube when

their orientation was within the range 6608. For larger
angles, one of the rods of the cage of the Gill was up-

stream of the Pitot tube and created a wake responsible

for abnormal low values of the mean wind speed mea-

sured by the Pitot tube. Therefore, data from the SDSU

wind tunnel are presented only for wind directions within

the range 6608.

c. Data analysis

For all experiments, time series were recorded at

20Hz on a CR3000 datalogger (Campbell Scientific,

Inc., Logan, Utah). Both anemometers were sampled

using their digital outputs and the Gill was configured to

FIG. 2. Experimental setups for the four experiments: (a) SoCal 2013; (b) SIO pier test;

(c),(d) TBL; and (e),(f) SDSU wind tunnel.
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output manufacturer-calibrated data. The field datasets

were processed by removing 30-min records with phys-

ically unrealistic measurements (mean, standard de-

viation, number of samples) following Vickers and

Mahrt (1997). Only data with wind speeds larger than

1m s21 were considered in the analysis. For the wind

tunnel data, for each orientation, the wind speed was

increased every 2min, and after stationarity was reached

within the first minute, only the second minute of re-

corded data was used in the analysis.

For all datasets, wind components were expressed in

the streamwise coordinate system using the double ro-

tation method (see Wilczak et al. 2001). In this stream-

wise coordinate system, the mean verticalW and crossV

components of the wind were equal to zero.

Finally, the zero-offset values from both anemome-

ters were measured to be less than 2 cm s21 prior to the

experiments, and since their influence on the following

analysis was negligible, our data were not corrected to

account for these offsets.

When presented as a function of C, data from the

SoCal2013 and SIO pier experiments were bin averaged

per 158 wind direction bins following

hXi(C
i
)5

1

M
�
M

X(C), C 2 [C
i
2 7:5;C

i
1 7:5], (2)

where hXi(Ci) is the ensemble bin–averaged value ex-

pressed at the wind direction bin Ci of the variable X

expressed at any wind direction C inside the range

[Ci 2 7:5;Ci 1 7:5].

Following the statements from Gill and the online

statement from Nakai (https://sites.google.com/site/

micrometeorologist/software/AoA_correction) regarding

the internal firmware bug, data from the Gill were not

correct with the routine developed by Nakai and

Shimoyama (2012). Regarding the CSAT3, since there is

still no consensus that the Kaimal correction is the ap-

propriate method to correct the CSAT3 for the trans-

ducer’s shadowing effects, we decided to present the

raw data in the core of the paper. However, all CSAT3

data have been processed using the correction pro-

posed by Horst et al. (2015), and this corrected set of

data has been compared to the CSAT3 and Gill raw

datasets. Relevant figures of this comparison are pre-

sented in the appendix.

3. Results

a. Mean wind speed

Figure 3 presents the relative difference in the esti-

mates of the mean wind speed between anemometers

as a function of C and the mean wind speed U. The

relative difference DU/U is defined as follows:

DU/U5
U

C
2U

G

U
A

, (3a)

DU/U5
U

X
2U

P

U
P

, (3b)

where Eq. (3a) was used for the SoCal2013, SIO pier,

and TBL datasets, while Eq. (3b) was used for the

wind tunnel data. In Eq. (3a), UA is the average of

the CSAT3 and Gill mean wind speeds, that is,

UA 5 0:5(UC 1UG). Subscripts C, G, and P correspond

to CSAT3, Gill, and Pitot, respectively, while subscriptX

corresponds to either CSAT3 or Gill.

For all the cases, Fig. 3 shows that there was a strong

correlation between the relative differences and the wind

direction (left panels), while the correlationwith thewind

speed was poor (right panels), although there was a slight

correlation with the wind speed in the wind tunnel.

For the SoCal2013 experiment, the collapse of the

data was remarkable. The relative difference between

instruments varied smoothly from24% to14% as the

wind veered right to left. For the SIO pier test, al-

though the collapse of the data was not as good as for

SoCal2013, there was a distinct symmetric pattern

when the relative difference was plotted as function of

the wind direction. While the two sonic anemometers

were in close agreement when the wind direction was

greater than 6308, the difference reaches 22% when

the wind was aligned with the instruments and the

CSAT3 measured a wind speed that was smaller than

that of the Gill.

The data from the TBL experiment also show that the

wind speedmeasured by theCSAT3was up to 4%smaller

than that measured by the Gill. As for the measurements

collected at the SIO pier, the wind speeds recorded by the

two anemometers were in a better agreement (less than

2% difference) when the wind direction veered to the left

or to the right. Data from the wind tunnel suggest that the

mean wind speed from the Gill was not affected by the

wind direction, and that the mean wind speed values were

in agreement with the Pitot tube values with less than a

1%difference. But for the CSAT3, the deviation from the

Pitotmeasurements varied from22% to12%depending

on the wind direction, with maxima at C56308.

b. Mean wind direction

Figure 4 shows the absolute difference in the mean

wind direction DC as a function of the wind direction for

the four experiments. For the field experiments, the ab-

solute difference corresponds to the mean wind direction

difference between the two sonics (i.e., DC5CC 2CG),
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while in thewind tunnel,DC corresponds to the difference

between the wind direction measured by the anemom-

eter and the known angle of rotation of the instrument

relative to the wind tunnel axis.

The data showed that in the wind tunnel, theGill was

not sensitive to the wind direction even when the rods

of its cage were upstream of the volume of measure-

ment (i.e., C56608). But the data from the CSAT3

revealed a smooth and symmetric trend around C5 08
with a 28 maximum deviation around 6608. This trend
was comparable to the data from the SoCal2013 and

TBL experiments and, to a lesser extent, comparable

to the data from the pier. This suggests that the wind

direction difference between the two sonic anemom-

eters observed in the field experiments came primarily

from errors in the CSAT3 measurements.

FIG. 3. Relative difference in the mean wind speed DU/U as a function of the (left) wind

direction and (right) wind speed. See Eq. (3) for the definition of DU/U. (a),(b) SoCal2013

experiment; (c),(d) SIO pier experiment; (e),(f) TBL experiment; and (g),(h), wind tunnel test.

For the SoCal2013 and SIO pier experiments, each 30-min data point is reported with a blue

point. The solid red circles joined by the thick red lines correspond to the averaged values in

wind direction bins. The vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviation per 158 wind
direction bin. For the TBL experiment, each 20-min-averaged data point is reported with

a solid green circle. Bin-averaged values from the pier experiment are reported in (e) with

a light red line. For the wind tunnel cases, the mean wind speed measured by each sonic is

compared to the wind speed measured by the Pitot tube. Data from the CSAT3 are reported in

cyan, while data from the Gill are reported in magenta.
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c. Standard deviation of the vertical wind component

Figure 5 shows the relative difference in the standard

deviation (sw) for the vertical component of the wind as a

function of the wind direction for the field experiments.

As for the mean wind speed, the relative difference cor-

responds to the difference between the measurements

from the CSAT3 swC and measurements from the Gill

swG normalized by the average of the two anemometers,

FIG. 4. Absolute difference in the wind direction DC as a function

of the wind direction. (a)–(c) For the field data, DC5CC 2CG,

where subscripts C and G refer to the CSAT3 and the Gill, re-

spectively. (d) For the wind tunnel, DC represents the difference

between the wind direction measured by the instrument and the

angle of rotation of the instrument. The shape and color of the points

and lines are identical to those in Fig. 3.

FIG. 5. Relative difference insw as a function of thewind direction.

The relative difference between the CSAT3 and the Gill data is

Dsw/sw 5 (swC 2swG)/swA, where the subscripts C and G refer to

theCSAT3and theGill, respectively, andswA 5 0:5(swC 1swG). For

the SoCal2013 and SIO pier experiments, each 30-min average data

point is reported with a blue point. The thick red lines correspond to

the averaged values per 158 wind direction bin with their associated

error bars, which correspond to the standard deviations for each wind

direction bin. For the TBL experiment, the 20-min-averaged data

points are plotted with solid green circles joined by a thin line.
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swA 5 0:5(swC 1swG). First, we need to emphasize that

for the SoCal2013 experiment, the fact that the two

anemometers were not located at the same height di-

rectly affected the comparisons. Indeed, close to sur-

face waves, the fluctuations of the wind components

(especially the vertical component) are strongly cou-

pled to the waves and their amplitudes depend, at least,

on the height above the water and the wave and the

wind speeds. Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn

from this experiment. For the SIO pier experiment, the

collapse of the data was remarkable when plotted as a

function of the wind direction. The shape of the bin-

averaged data is quite comparable with the one ob-

served in Fig. 3 for the mean wind speed. The relative

difference reached its maximum (15%) at both 2308
and 1308, while the two anemometers were in closer

agreement when the wind was aligned with the in-

struments. For the TBL experiment, there was no sig-

nificant variation associated with the wind direction.

On average, all three experiments showed that the

variance ofw0 measured by the CSAT3 is slightly larger

than the one measured by the Gill.

d. Friction velocity and wind stress

We present in this section the influence of the wind

direction on the friction velocity u*, where

u*5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u0w02 1 y 0w02 .

p
(4)

The covariances u0w0 and y 0w0 were calculated for each

30-min (20min for the TBL data) record from the in-

tegration of the cospectra Couw( f ) and Coyw( f ) computed

over 100-s sliding windows. The cospectra were integrated

from the Nyquist frequency (fh 5 10Hz) down to the

lowest resolved frequency fl 5 0:1Hz, for example,

u0w0 5
ðfh
fl

Co
uw
(j) dj . (5)

Data from the wind tunnel are no longer presented in

this section, since the flow was quasi laminar, and the

values of u* were not representative of a fully developed

turbulent flow.

Figure 6 presents the relative difference in u* as a

function of the mean wind direction for the SoCal2013,

SIO pier, and TBL experiments. As for the mean wind

speed and the standard deviation of w0, the relative

difference in u* corresponds to the difference between

instruments normalized by the average of the two in-

struments, that is, Du*/u*5 (u*C 2 u*G)/u*A. The fig-

ure shows that, for all cases, the relative difference

reached aminimumwhen the wind was aligned with the

instruments and that the relative difference increased

when the wind veered to the left or to the right. While

there were discrepancies between the different cases in

the minimum and maximum values of Du*/u*, the

trends were similar, and the figure shows that the rel-

ative difference in u* between the two anemometers

FIG. 6. Relative difference in the friction velocity u* as

a function of the wind direction. The relative difference corre-

sponds to the deviation of the CSAT3 data from theGill data, i.e.,

Du*/u*5 (u*C 2u*G)/u*A, where the subscripts C and G refer to

the CSAT3 and the Gill, respectively, and u*A 5 0:5(u*C 1 u*G).

The shape and color of the points and lines are identical to those

in Fig. 5.
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varied between 220% to 120% for strong winds

(SoCal2013 and TBL tests), while the relative difference

went up to 140% for lighter winds (SIO pier case).

Figure 7 shows the variation of the wind stress di-

rection u as a function of themean wind direction for the

field tests (Socal2013, SIO pier, and TBL). The wind

stress direction is given by

u5 atan2(2r
a
y0w0,2r

a
u0w0), (6)

where atan2 is the four-quadrant arctangent function

(defined below), ra is the air density, and 2rau
0w0 and

2ray
0w0 are the stream- and crosswise momentum fluxes

expressed in the streamwise wind frame (where the

mean wind components V and W are equal to zero). In

such a frame, u5 08means that the wind stress is aligned

with the wind. The four-quadrant arctangent function is

defined in the range [2p;p] from the standard arctan

function by

atan2(x, y)

5

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

arctan(y/x) if x. 0,

arctan(y/x)1p if x. 0 and y$ 0

arctan(y/x)2p if x, 0 and y, 0

1
p

2
if x5 0 and y. 0

2
p

2
if x5 0 and y, 0

.

In Figs. 7a,b, each individual 30-min value was reported

with a light blue point for CSAT3 measurements and

with a light red point forGill measurements. Bin-averaged

data per 158wind direction bins were reported with a thick
blue and a thick red line, respectively, from the CSAT3

and the Gill measurements. We emphasize that in this

figure, data points resulted from measurements of an in-

dividual anemometer and were independent of the other

anemometer. As for the previous figures, the collapse of

the data was remarkable for the SoCal2013 dataset. For

the SIO pier data, although the spread of the data was

large, the shape of the bin-averaged data was comparable

to the data from the SoCal2013 and TBL datasets. The

three experiments showed that the wind stress direction

measured by both anemometers was affected by the wind

direction relative to the instruments, as both anemometers

measured bin-averaged wind stress direction that deviated

from the mean wind direction by up to 208. The spread of

the data for the SIO pier experiment can be explained by

two factors. Although the anemometers weremounted on

a long boom, placing the instruments as far as possible

from the SIOpier, the pier is a bulky structure that created

flow deflection and additional turbulence. These effects

were likely to produce a larger departure of the wind

stress direction from the mean wind speed than the

SoCal2013 and TBL experiments because, in these last

FIG. 7. Stress direction departure u from the mean wind direction

as a function of thewind direction [seeEq. (6) for the definition of u].

For the SoCal2013 and SIO pier data, 30-min-averaged data points

are plotted with light colored points, the bin-averaged values (with

their associated error bars) are joined by the thick lines. For the TBL

test, the 20-min-averaged values are reported with solid circles

joined by a thin line. CSAT3 data are plotted in blue, while Gill data

are plotted in red.
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two experiments, anemometers were farther away from

any bulky structure. The second factor was that the wind

speed was much smaller during the SIO pier experiment

than during the two other field experiments. At smaller

winds, the turbulence created by the wind shear is more

affected by the presence of waves or by convection than at

higherwinds. Therefore, at lowerwinds, it is not surprising

that the scatter in the datawas larger than at higher winds.

Above the ocean surface, it has been shown that the wind

stress direction can deviate from the mean wind direction

due to the effects of surface waves (Geernaert et al. 1993;

Rieder et al. 1994; Grachev et al. 2003), and that the wind

stress vector lay between the mean wind and the mean

wave directions. From all the data that we gathered above

the ocean, a wide range of mean wind and wave directions

have been recorded, and we did not find a significant

correlation between the wind stress direction and the

angle between the mean wind and the mean wave di-

rections. Moreover, since the behaviors of the two ane-

mometers were significantly different, with the CSAT3

data exhibiting an asymmetric pattern around C5 08,
while the Gill data exhibited a symmetric pattern, it was

difficult to assess which instrument correctly measures the

cross component of the wind-stress vector. However,

since the departure of the wind-stress direction from the

mean wind direction is a phenomenon that depends on

several independent environmental variables (convection,

large-scale fluctuations of the wind direction, and angle

between wind and waves) that are not directly correlated

with the wind direction relative to the anemometers, the

fact that the wind direction sensitivity of the wind-stress

direction departure remained comparable over the three

distinct experiments, for both instruments, suggested that

this couplingwas inherent to the anemometers themselves

rather than environmental conditions.

Figure 8 shows the variations of u* measured by each

anemometer as a function of the wind speed and the wind

direction. Figures 8a–c show u* measured by each ane-

mometer as a function of the mean wind speed. For each

group of data, the relationship between u* and U was

described by the function f(U), which was the best second-

order polynomial fit of the data. Then anymeasurement of

u*(C, U) was normalized by the azimuthal-averaged

value of hu*iazi5 f(U). Therefore, for each anemometer,

we computed the relative difference of u* as

Du*
u*

(C,U)5
u*(C,U)2 f(U)

f(U)
, (7)

which was independent of measurements by the other

anemometer. The variation with the wind direction of the

bin-averaged ratios of Du*/u* measured by the CSAT3

and Gill were plotted in Figs. 8d–f and Figs. 8g–i,

respectively. For the SoCal2013 and pier experiments,

data were bin averaged per 158 bins of wind direction for

different bins of wind speeds (in color) and for all wind

speeds (in black). The correspondence between the color of

the lines and the wind speed bins is reported in the color

scale in Fig. 8d. Data from the TBL experiment are re-

portedwith solid black circles in Figs. 8f,i.We found that for

the three experiments, the values of u* measured by the

Gill were quite insensitive to the wind direction and re-

mained, on average, constant within a610% range. How-

ever, data from the CSAT3 showed that the estimate of u*
depended on the wind direction for all wind speeds. The

relative difference varied by 620%, which meant that for

the same wind speed, depending on the wind direction, the

difference between estimates of u* can be as large as 40%.

Figure 9 shows the normalized cumulative cospectra

between u0 and w0 bin averaged for different wind di-

rections. The left panels correspond to data measured by

the CSAT3 and the right panels correspond to data from

the Gill, measured during the SoCal2013, SIO pier, and

TBL tests. The value of the cumulative cospectrum at the

frequency fwas equal to the integration of the cospectrum

function between u0 and w0 from the highest frequency

(i.e., fh 5 10Hz) down to f. As previously done for the

data presented in Fig. 8, the cumulative cospectra of each

anemometer were normalized by the square of their

azimuthal-averaged friction velocity, hu*iazi5 f(U), and

then bin averaged by wind direction. The color bar at the

top of the figure indicates the range of wind directions for

each bin-averaged curve reported in Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8,

Fig. 9 shows that the cospectra of u0w0 computed from

CSAT3measurements were strongly affected by the wind

direction, while the dependence was rather weak for the

measurements from theGill anemometer.When thewind

was aligned with the CSAT3 (gray curves in Figs. 9a,c,e),

the cumulative cospectra exhibited abnormally weak

values in the high-frequency range. For all experiments,

the cumulative cospectrum was null or even positive for

frequencies greater than 0:22 0:4Hz, which meant that

frequencies greater than 0:22 0:4Hz did not support any

downward momentum flux. On the contrary, positive

values of the cumulative cospectrum at high frequencies

suggested that these frequencies would be responsible for

an upward momentum flux—that is, from the surface

(waves or ground) toward the airflow—that was unlikely

to happen in a turbulent boundary layer in the high-

frequency range.2 This effect produced final values (at the

2 In the presence of fast waves (swell) or when the boundary

layer was strongly unstable under the effect of large convective

cells, upward momentum flux has been measured both over

ground and waves and was supported by lower frequencies, say,

less than O(0.1) Hz.
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lowest resolved frequency f 5 fl) of the cumulative co-

spectrum that were too low compared to the reference

value, leading to an underestimation of the momentum

flux of up to 40%. When the wind was coming from the

side, the shape of the cumulative cospectra was classical

(i.e., high frequencies supporting downward momentum

flux); nevertheless, the final values of the normalized cu-

mulative cospectra fell in the range [21.4,21], meaning

that themomentum fluxwas overestimated by up to 40%.

On the other hand, cumulative cospectra from the Gill

FIG. 8. (left) SoCal2013 experiment, (middle) SIO pier experiment, and (right) TBL experiment. (a)–(c) the friction velocity u*
measured by the CSAT3 (blue) and the Gill (red) as a function of the mean wind speed. The light colored dots are 30-min (20min for the

TBL experiment) data points. The thick lines correspond to the best fits for u*5 f(U), where f is a second-order polynomial function.

(d)–(f) The relative difference in the friction velocityDu*/u*5 [u*(C, U)2 hu*iazi]/hu*iazi as a function of the wind direction for the CSAT3

data. The azimuthal-averaged friction velocities hu*iazi are calculated according to the best functions u*5 f(U) from the respective upper

panels. Colored lines show the variations of the relative difference per wind speed bins for different wind speeds corresponding to the color

scale in (d). The thick black line represents the variation of the relative difference averaged over all wind speeds. (g)–(i) As in (d)–(f), but

for the Gill data.
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exhibited the same shape and final values close to one.

The spread in the data observed for the SIO pier data was

likely due to the crosswind cospectrum y 0w0 whose effects
became stronger in these low wind conditions. Large

spreading of the data was already observed in Fig. 7b.

4. Discussion

We found that the discrepancies observed between

the CSAT3 and Gill measurements were mainly driven

by the wind direction relative to the instruments. The

relative difference in the mean wind speed between

anemometers was a few percent, which corresponds

to the manufacturers’ stated ranges of accuracy. Data

from the wind tunnel in a quasi-laminar flow suggested

that the Gill measurements were insensitive to the wind

direction, as the mean wind speed and the mean wind

direction were in agreement with reference values (Pitot

measurements and physical rotation of the instruments)

with less than 1% error for the mean wind speed and less

than 18 deviation for the wind direction. However, for the

CSAT3, the relative difference in the mean wind speed

varies from 22% to 11% and the absolute difference in

the mean wind direction varied from 228 to 128 de-

pending on the wind direction. Applying the transducer

shadowing correction (TSC) on the CSAT3 data in-

creased on average the mean wind speed compared to

those measured by the Gill. On the other hand, it did not

reduce the wind direction variability between the instru-

ments for both the mean wind speed and direction.

In the field, the intercomparison between the two ane-

mometers revealed that the dependence on the wind di-

rection of the difference in both the mean wind speed and

the mean wind direction was comparable to that observed

in thewind tunnel. This suggested that theGill maintained

its accuracy, at least for the mean wind speed and the

mean wind direction, in a turbulent flow, and that the

measurement differences from theCSAT3 likely persisted

FIG. 9. Cumulative cospectra of u0w0 for different bins of wind direction for the (left) CSAT3

and (right) Gill measurements. The cumulative cospectra are scaled by the azimutal-averaged

friction velocity hu*iazi5 f(U) obtained from the best functions presented in Figs. 8a–c. (from

top to bottom) SoCal2013, SIO pier, and TBL experiments. Lines are color coded by wind

direction bins according to the color bar at the top of the figure.
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in a turbulent flow. Regarding the Gill, the applicability

of a calibration performed in a laminar flow to a turbulent

flow has been discussed previously in Hogstrom and

Smedman (2004). They suggested that the wakes gener-

ated by the three rods of the Gill cage differed from

laminar flow to turbulent flow, implying that the calibra-

tion cannot be reliably transferred to measurements in a

turbulent flow. The effect of those wakes on the mea-

surements was likely to be important when the rods are

upwind of the measuring volume (which corresponds in

our case to C56608). Although we share the point of

view of Hogstrom and Smedman (2004), our data did not

present significant evidence that the measurements of the

mean wind speed and direction from the Gill were af-

fected when C was in the neighborhood of 6608.
Nevertheless, a detailed analysis of the influence of the

rods in a turbulent flow is required to clarify this point.

Is flow interference created by the body of the CSAT3?

This hypothesis is supported by the asymmetric differ-

ence in the mean wind direction, especially in the wind

tunnel. Indeed, in the wind tunnel, when the CSAT3 was

oriented at 1608 from the axis of the wind tunnel, it

measured a wind direction relative to the instrument

equal to approximately 628. The opposite happenedwhen
C52608 (the instrument measured 2628). If we as-

sumed that the wind direction was correctly measured by

the CSAT3, it would mean that the streamlines were

deflected from the body of the anemometer. But as the

differences with the Gill showed a pattern in the field

consistent with the observations in the wind tunnel, and

assuming that the Gill is correctly calibrated for its own

flow distortion, it is reasonable to think that the flow

distortion around the body of the CSAT3 persisted in the

field experiment.

Regarding the CSAT3, there have been relatively very

few comparisons against a reference instrument (Grelle

and Lindroth 1994; Horst et al. 2015). On the contrary,

the CSAT3 has been intensively used as the instrument of

reference during intercomparison studies (Loescher et al.

2005; Mauder et al. 2007; Nakai et al. 2014).

Measurements of the standard deviation of the verti-

cal wind components have shown that the difference

between instruments was also sensitive to the wind di-

rection. Averaged over all the wind directions studied,

the difference between instruments was quite small (less

than 2%). However, when the TSC was applied, the

wind direction variability remained,3 but on average, the

CSAT3 values of sw were about 5% larger than those

from the Gill. As has been recently discussed by Horst

et al. (2015) and Frank et al. (2016), using the Kaimal

correction for the transducer shadowing was helpful to

reduce the gap between orthogonal and nonorthogonal

(CSAT3) anemometers in their estimation of the mag-

nitude ofw0. Our results suggest that the magnitude ofw

may be underestimated by the Gill. Using the Kaimal

correction, Horst et al. (2015) and Frank et al. (2016)

have shown that underestimation of the magnitude ofw0

was more sensitive to the angle of attack than to the wind

direction. But for our experiments, the angle of attack

was mainly in a small range, between2158and1158 (see
Fig. 10); it was therefore difficult to assess the role of the

angle of attack on the difference between the two ane-

mometers in the estimation of w0.
We also have shown that the friction velocitymeasured

by the two anemometers can differ by 20% in moderate

to strong winds, while it differed by up to 40% at lower

winds. Although discrepancies between the different ex-

periments prevent us from drawing definitive quantita-

tive conclusions, all experiments showed that the relative

difference in u* between instruments reached aminimum

when the wind was aligned with the anemometers. The

data corrected for the transducer shadowing showed that

the correction was effective in reducing the wind di-

rection variability of the wind stress discrepancy between

instruments.

In conjunction with this effect, we have shown that for

both instruments the departure of the wind stress di-

rection from the mean wind direction was up to 208–308
when data were bin averaged. The instruments showed

distinct behaviors, the CSAT3 having an asymmetric

response as a function of the wind direction [i.e., zero

departure atC5 08, positive (negative) departure when
C was positive (negative), with maximum departure

around C56308]. The Gill had a symmetric response

with the maximum departure reached at C5 08. The
consistency of these patterns among the three field ex-

periments suggested that this wind stress departure may

be inherent to the instruments rather than environ-

mental variables. Once again, applying the transducer

shadowing correction to the CSAT3 data decreased the

amplitude of the variations with the wind direction of

the departure of the wind stress direction from the wind

direction.

An intercomparison between instruments can only

point out differences between the two. Reference mea-

surements are of crucial importance to determine the

accuracy of an instrument. But conducting reference

measurements is not an easy task, even in a wind tunnel.

It requires the reference instrument to be fully cali-

brated both in laminar and turbulent flows, and for it to

remain insensitive to variations of the wind direction

3 The direct comparison between the uncorrected (raw) and the

corrected (TSC) data from the CSAT3 showed that the correction

slightly reduced the wind direction variability by less than 1%,

which explained why we barely see the reduction in Fig. A3.
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and the angle of attack while collocated with the volume

of measurement of the tested anemometer.

During our field experiments, no reference instrument

was available. Hence, in order to analyze independently

the wind direction sensitivity of each instrument, we

computed azimuthal-averaged friction velocity, which

depended only on the wind speed regardless of the wind

direction, and we analyzed the variations with the mean

wind direction of the difference between the measured

friction velocities and these averaged values. Thismethod

was very effective in highlighting the wind direction

sensitivity of the CSAT3 in its estimates of u* and the

covariance u0w0. The measured values of u* were found to

be 20% smaller than the azimuthal averages when the

CSAT3 was aligned with the wind, increasing up to 10%–

20% higher than the azimuthal averages when the wind

direction was larger than 308. This trend was observed for

all field datasets. This wind direction sensitivity was not

observed for the Gill.

The wind direction dependency has been further

analyzed looking at the cumulative cospectra between

u0 and w0. When normalized by the square of the refer-

ence value of u*, the results showed that the CSAT3 can

underestimate the momentum flux by up to 50% (50%

FIG. 10. Normalized histogram of horizontal wind direction and vertical angle of attack

from all 20-Hz sonic anemometer measurements used to construct the datasets for the

(a) SoCal2013, (b) SIO pier, and (c) TBL experiments. Each histogram is normalized by its

maximum value.
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at low winds, 25%–35% for moderate and high winds)

when the instrument was aligned with the wind. This

underestimation came from coherent fluctuations be-

tween u0 and w0 at high frequencies that generated an

artificial upward momentum flux that counterbalanced

the expected downward momentum flux characteristic

of turbulent boundary layers. On the other hand, when

the wind came from the right or the left of the CSAT3,

although there were discrepancies between datasets, the

CSAT3 overestimated the momentum flux between

10% and 30% when the wind direction was greater than

308–458. The cumulative cospectra between u0 and w0

measured by the Gill exhibited shapes that remained

very similar for any wind direction and for all datasets.

The introduction of the azimuthal averages of u*
clearly highlighted the sensitivity of CSAT3 measure-

ments to the wind direction while showing a good re-

sponse of the Gill in the same conditions. This result was

consistent with the relative difference in the mean wind

speed and direction observed in the wind tunnel. It also

suggested that the discrepancies we observed between

the two instruments were likely due to errors in the

CSAT3 measurements.

5. Conclusions

For the last decade, the CSAT3 sonic anemometer

has been extensively used as the reference instrument

for field campaigns and for intercomparison studies

(Loescher et al. 2005; Mauder et al. 2007; Nakai and

Shimoyama 2012). Although our data showed that the

CSAT3 measurement differences were within the

manufacturer’s specifications for the mean wind speed

and wind direction (see Table 1), its accuracy in mea-

suring momentum flux still remained uncertain.

Our study has revealed that measurements from

CSAT3 and Gill sonic anemometers significantly differ

and that these differences are strongly correlated with the

wind direction relative to the instruments. Comparisons

between reference (Pitot tube) and azimuthal-averaged

values reveal that themeasurements from the CSAT3 are

affected by the wind direction, while the Gill shows a

weak sensitivity to the wind direction, which suggests that

the differences observed between the two anemometers

can be for the most part attributed to CSAT3 measure-

ment errors. The Kaimal correction of the transducer

shadowing (following Horst et al. 2015) has shown po-

tential in reducing the gap between the two anemome-

ters, although it did not entirely remove the wind

direction sensitivity of the discrepancies between the two

anemometers. Since both sonic anemometers have been

extensively used over the past decade to measure fluxes

(momentum, heat, moisture) both over land and sea, a

comprehensive study to quantify their accuracy in mea-

suring the mean wind vector and the stress vector needs

to be conducted against a reference instrument, both in a

controlled environment and in the field. In the past, in-

tercomparisons between instruments and wind tunnel

calibrations have shown some limitations in assessing the

accuracy of sonic anemometers. We think that the de-

velopment of new techniques are required to correctly

estimate the accuracy of commercially available sonic

anemometers. We think that using laser Doppler veloc-

imetry (LDV) or particle image velocimetry (PIV) in

wind tunnels (if possible under turbulent flow generated

by turbulence grids) would help characterize possible

flow distortion around anemometers. Also, the develop-

ment of wind lidar measurements make possible the

characterization of the accuracy of sonic anemometers in

the field. Recent work fromDellwik et al. (2014) brought

exciting perspectives in that regard.
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APPENDIX

CSAT3 Measurements Corrected for the
Transducer’s Shadowing Attenuation

The recent publications fromofHorst et al. (2015) and

Frank et al. (2016) have shown that the CSAT3 suffers

from the fact that it is not corrected for transducer

shadowing. Both authors have shown that applying the

Kaimal correction (Kaimal 1978) to theCSAT3 data was

useful in explaining some discrepancies observed between

CSAT3 and orthogonal sonic anemometers. Therefore,

we applied this correction to our CSAT3 datasets and

compared the solutions to both the CSAT3 and Gill raw

datasets. The datasets were corrected following the

method used byHorst et al. (2015) for each 20-Hz sample:

1) The measured raw velocity components fû, ŷ, ŵg
were transformed into the transducer’s path compo-

nents f bua, bub, bucg.
2) The angle ui of each path relative to the wind was

calculated as

u
i
5 cos21(bu

i
/

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
û2 1 ŷ2 1 ŵ2

p
), i5 a,b, c . (A1)

3) Each path component is corrected for the transducer

shadowing,

u
i
5 bu

i
/(0:841 0:16 sinu

i
), i5 a, b, c , (A2)

where ui are the corrected components.

FIG. A1. Relative difference in the mean wind speed DU/U as

a function of themean wind direction. See Eq. (3) for the definition of

DU/U. For theSoCal2013 andSIOpier experiments, only bin-averaged

data are plotted. (a)–(c) The raw data (blue) correspond to CSAT3

measurements not corrected for the transducer shadowing, while

the TSC data (red) correspond to CSAT3 measurements where

TSC was applied. (d) Raw CSAT3 data are plotted in dark blue,

CSAT3 data with the TSC are in light blue, andGill data are in red.

FIG. A2. As in Fig. A1, but for the difference in the mean wind

direction DC.
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4) The corrected path components fua, ub, ucg are trans-
formed back into the orthogonal instrument frame

fu, y, wg.
This sequence was iterated three times, so at the be-

ginning of the second (third) iteration, components

fû, ŷ, ŵg are replaced by the solution of the first (sec-

ond) iteration fu, y, wg. This iterative scheme ensured

that the pathwind angles ui and thewind speed amplitudeffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
û2 1 ŷ2 1 ŵ2

p
are computed using values corrected for

the transducer shadowing.

Relative differences in the mean wind speed as a

function of the mean wind direction are presented in

Fig. A1. Hereinafter, for the SoCal2013 and SIO pier

experiments, only bin-averaged data are plotted. For

the field experiments, the relative differences between

the uncorrected (labeled ‘‘raw’’) CSAT3 data and the

Gill were plotted in blue and the relative difference

between the corrected [labeled transducer shadowing

correction (TSC)] were plotted in red. As in the

main part of the manuscript, the differences between

FIG. A3. As in Fig. A1, but for sw (the relative difference in the

standard deviation of w) and only for the SoCal2013, SIO pier, and

TBL experiments.
FIG. A4. As in Fig. A3, but for the relative difference in the friction

velocity u*.
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instruments were scaled by the averaged values of the

considered variables, with and without the correction,

that is, (DU/U)RAW 5 2(URAW 2UGill)/(URAW 1UGill)

and (DU/U)TSC 5 2(UTSC 2UGill)/(UTSC 1UGill).

For the wind tunnel experiment, the relative difference

between the raw (TSC)CSAT3data and the referencePitot

tube were plotted in dark (light) blue; the difference be-

tween the Gill and the Pitot tube was plotted in red. When

the correction was applied, it increased the mean wind

speedby about 2%, but it barely affected the variationswith

the wind direction. This last point was consistent with the

results from Horst et al. (2015, their Fig. 7, upper panel).

The differences in the mean wind direction as a func-

tion of the mean wind direction are presented in Fig. A2.

FIG. A5. Stress direction departure u from the wind direction as

function of the wind mean direction. Dark blue solid circles cor-

respond to raw CSAT3 data, light blue circles correspond to

CSAT3 measurements corrected for the transducer shadowing

effects, and red circles correspond to Gill data.

FIG. A6. Relative difference in the friction velocity between

measured u*X and computed azimuthal-averaged friction velocity

hu*iazi as a function of the mean wind direction as in Figs. 8d–i,

Du*/u*5 (u*X 2 hu*iazi)/hu*iazi, where the subscriptX corresponds

to the anemometer dataset plotted. Dark blue solid circles corre-

spond to raw CSAT3 data, light blue circles correspond to CSAT3

measurements corrected for the transducer shadowing, and red

circles correspond to Gill data.
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It shows that applying the correction did not change the

wind direction measured by the CSAT3 in the field nor in

the wind tunnel.

The differences in the standard deviation of the ver-

tical component of the wind as a function of the mean

wind direction are presented in Fig. A3. As for the mean

wind speed, the correction led to an increase of the

standard deviation by about 3%–4%, but it did not af-

fect the wind direction sensitivity of the difference be-

tween the CSAT3 and the Gill. This is also consistent

with the simulated attenuation by transducer shadowing

performed by Horst et al. (2015, their Fig. 6, top panel).

Ignoring the SoCal2013 experiment (because of the

anemometer height difference), the relative differences

averaged over all wind directions were about 1%–2%

without the correction and about 5% with the correc-

tion, the CSAT3 measuring higher values than the Gill.

The differences between anemometers in the friction

velocity as a function of the mean wind direction are

presented in Fig.A4. For this variable, the correction did

not affect much the wind direction–averaged relative

difference, but it reduced the variability associated with

the wind direction.

The departures u of the stress direction from the wind

direction for each anemometer as a function of the wind

direction are presented in Fig. A5. As for the friction

velocity, the correction improved the solution, as the

wind direction variability became smaller when the

correction was applied.

Finally, the relative differences in u* from the

azimuthal averages of u* as a function of the mean wind

direction were plotted in Fig. A6 Once again, applying

the correction reduced the wind direction variability,

even though this variability remained larger for the

CSAT3 than what was observed for the Gill.

In conclusion, the Kaimal correction for the trans-

ducer shadowing reduced the wind direction de-

pendency of the differences observed between the

CSAT3 and the Gill.
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